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You will need:

Removing the lower die

Embosser
Replacement Dies
Hammer
Screwdriver
Sellotape
AB / Super Glue

Lay the embosser on its side and gently 
punch through either of the two holes 
underneath using a screwdriver & hammer.  
Doing so will ease the lower die from the 
*base plate, causing it to come loose.

*It is not necessary to unscrew the base plate

Removing the upper die

To remove the *upper die simply pull down 
and slide out towards you. It may require 

a little extra force, so if it doesn’t pull straight 
out you can try twisting and pulling.

*Unlike the lower die, the upper die is not �xed 
in place with any kind of adhesive
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Taping the dies together

Take your replacement dies and align them 
so that they �t together. Place some clear 
tape around the edge of the two dies to hold 
them in position. If the tape is wider than the 
edge of the dies then make sure that the 
excess sticks out of the top and not the 
bottom.

Adhering the lower die

Take your *glue and line the areas of the base 
plate that will be in direct contact with the 
lower die. Press and hold the handle �rmly 
down until the glue has set. Before releasing 
the handle make sure to remove the clear 
tape from the edge of the dies. Et Voilà! Your 
new dies should now be ready for use.

*A small amount of super glue goes a long way

Fitting the upper die

Position the dies on the base plate so that 
the side markings (shown in red) point 

towards the body of the embosser. Once in 
place press the handle �rmly down, making 

sure to guide the tip of the upper die into the 
*moving arm. Release the handle and pull 

gently down on the dies to test the strength. 

*Be careful not to trap your �ngers
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